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Abstract— Narrow passages in changing environments create
huge difficulties, since locations and shapes of narrow passages
in Configuration Space(C-space) change frequently. It is very
important for a planner to identify narrow passages in real
time and boost valid points within them effectively. A novel
narrow passage predictive model for designing a path planner
in changing environments is proposed in this paper. Firstly,
an Expanded Dynamic Bridge Builder is presented to identify
narrow passages rapidly with validity-toggle sampling points in
C-space. Secondly, the predictive model is adopted to sample
possibly free points within these narrow passages without
invoking any collision detection in order to avoid intense
computational complexity. The predictive model is obtained by
the famous classification method of Support Vector Machine
(SVM). A new feature, which includes a group of points’
distance and validity information, is proposed in SVM training
process to capture approximate structure of local narrow pas-
sages. Therefore, the predictive model can excavate the hidden
similar structure of local narrow passages. Experiments carried
out with two 6-DOFs manipulators show that our approach gain
higher success rate of planning and time efficiency than other
related methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
Path planning has many applications in games, robotics,

etc. During the past several decades, some widely used
randomized algorithms have been proposed, such as Proba-
bilistic Roadmap (PRM) [1] and Rapidly exploring Random
Tree (RRT) [2]. Lazy evaluation is adopted by several PRM
variants [3], [4],which can use much less preprocessing time
and computing resources than PRM. Nevertheless, uniform
sampling methods sample few points in difficult regions,
which may lead to low planning successful rate. In static
environments, many non-uniform sampling methods have
been proposed to solve difficult region problem [5], such
as Obstacle-Based PRM (OBPRM) [6], Gaussian Sampling
[7], Bridge Test [8], Toggle Probabilistic Roadmap (Toggle
PRM) [9], etc. Besides, Machine learning is another solution
for difficult regions with capturing the structure of Configu-
ration Space (C-space) [10], [11], [12]. However, almost all
of them are generally ineffective with moving obstacles.
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Dynamic Roadmap (DRM) is an extension of PRM to
make planner adapt to changing environments [13],[14].
Nonetheless, DRM is still confronted with difficulties from
difficult regions. There are a few researches focused on
narrow passages in changing environments. Dynamic Bridge
Builder (DBB) [15] and Capacitor Bridge Builder (CBB)
[16] have focused on identifying narrow passages rapidly
in changing environments. However, how to identify narrow
passages in C-space as complete as possible and how to
effectively increase the density of sampling points within
them are still worth studying.

In this paper, a novel Narrow Passage Predictive model
(NPP) is proposed to identify and boost narrow passages in
changing environments. Our approach is motivated by the
intuition that an efficient planner in changing environments
should have the capacity of building approximate structure
of local narrow passages, and avoiding intense computational
complexity for boosting narrow passages. Therefore, NPP
is proposed to capture the structure of narrow passages.
This model includes two parts. Firstly, Expanded Dynamic
Bridge Builder (EDBB) is proposed to identify different
kinds of narrow passages rapidly and roughly capture motion
information of narrow passages. Secondly, the predictive
model, which trained by SVM, predicts the validity of new-
generated incremental points within narrow passages. The
NPP delays detecting validity of points in query phase
in order to avoid unnecessary invocations of the collision
checker.

There are two main contributions in this paper. One is that
EDBB builds more kinds of bridges to identify more narrow
passages efficiently. The other is that the predictive model
captures approximate structure of local narrow passages
and avoids unnecessary collision detections effectively for
boosting narrow passages.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes related works. Details of our method are demon-
strated in Section III. Section IV shows the experiments and
results in different scenarios. Finally, conclusions are given
in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. SVM

The task of predicting validity of a sampling point can be
regarded as a classification task, in which sampling points
in C-space are classified as valid or invalid. The machine
learning provides various methods for classification task [17],
[18]. Support Vector Machine(SVM) is considered since the
learner can select the data from which it learns [17]. SVM
only needs much less samples to learn an applicable model,
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which is widely used in many fields. In order to find the
optimal classified hyperplane, the basic training principle of
SVM is that the expected classification error for test samples
is minimized. According to the structural risk minimization
inductive principle [15], a function classifies the training
samples accurately. Although there is no guarantee that a
solution will always exist in space, it is quite feasible to
construct an useful solution. The liner SVM classifier is
defined as:

f(x) = ωT x+ b (1)

where (ω, b) is classified hyper plane and x is feature as
the input. Here, ω and b are computed by training samples.
B. DRM

Dynamic Roadmap (DRM) is used in changing environ-
ments [13], [14]. In preprocessing phase, DRM generates
sampling points randomly in C-space. Then, W-space is
decomposed into basic cells. Finally, DRM will give the
mapping between basic cells in W-space and roadmap in
C-space. The most important part of DRM is two kinds of
mapping, point mapping Φp(w) and edge mapping Φe(w)
(Eq.3):

Φp(w) = {q ∈ Gp|Ω(q) ∩ w 6= φ} (2)

Φe(w) = {e ∈ Ge|Ω(q) ∩ w 6= φ for some q ∈ e} (3)

We suppose that the roadmap constructed in C-space is
G = {Gp ∪Ge}. Here, Gp is the set of configuration points
and Ge is the set of roadmap’s edges. Points and edges of
the the roadmap are labeled as invalid, if the basic cell w
of W-space is occupied by obstacles. The set Ω(q) defines a
subset of basic cells which are occupied by a robot whose
configuration is q. However, mappings Φp(w) and Φe(w)
are too complex to compute. Instead, we generally compute
inverse mappings Φ−1

p (w) and Φ−1
e (w). In order to calculate

Φ−1
p (w), the robot in W-space is set to be the first set of

configurations in C-space, and then a seed cell is put inside
the robot and expanded in each direction until all cells Ω(q)
occupied by the robot are found by collision detection [11].
It needs to update the roadmap timely when obstacles are
moving.
C. Bridge Builder Planners

Identifying narrow passages sometime has decisive factor
on whether a planner can find a free path. Dynamic Bridge
Builder (DBB) is applied to changing environments [15]
for narrow passages. In preprocessing phase, DBB generates
main points and constructs new roadmap like DRM. Then,
DBB computes midpoints of roadmap’s edges and gener-
ates incremental points around midpoints. Afterwards, W-C
mapping of all sampling points is calculated for ensuring
validity of sampling points. If the midpoint of a edge is valid
and two endpoints are invalid, this edge is a bridge which
identifies a narrow passage. Capacitor Bridge Builder (CBB)
is an extension DBB, which considers time information for
path planning [16]. Moreover, a “capacitor” bridge is built
between positive and negative validity-toggled endpoints in
C-Space when obstacles’ regions change in updating phase.

Although DBB and CBB present good performance on iden-
tifying narrow passages, there are still so many limitations for
these methods. For example, DBB cannot instantly identify
changing narrow passage and CBB can only identify moving
narrow passages.

III. NARROW PASSAGE PREDICTIVE MODEL
A. Overview of Narrow Passage Predictive Model

In this paper, narrow passage predictive model is proposed
to design an effective planner. Firstly, EDBB dynamically
identifies narrow passages based on both validity-unchanged
and validity-toggled sampling points, which takes both space
and time information of C-space into account. Secondly,
the predictive model is designed to boost narrow passages
by learning SVM. The validity of incremental points are
estimated instantly by the predictive model.As shown in
Fig.1, there are three working phases for NPP algorithm.
In preprocessing phase, The roadmap is initialized with a
hierarchical sampling strategy. Afterwards, the predictive
model is trained by offline SVM in preprocessing phase.
Offline SVM training is discomposed into two parts. One
is that training samples should be obtained firstly. The other
is that the predictive model is learned by SVM with these
training samples.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of narrow passage predictive model.

In updating phase, start and goal configurations are given.
All the edges of the roadmap are traveled to find different
kinds of bridges, which can identify narrow passages. Once
a narrow passage is identified, new sampling points called
the incremental points are generated and the validity of
these points are predicted by the predictive model. Then,
the roadmap is updated by adding valid incremental points.
In query phase, A* algorithm is employed to plan a free path
and necessary collision detections are delayed to verify it.
B. Preprocessing Phase

It is necessary to choose Hierarchy Sampling Strategy
(HSS) [15], which divides all the points into three levels.
As shown in Fig.3, main points P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} are
generated as first-layer points to construct roadmap. The
roadmap is constructed by a straight-line local planner using
manhattan distance [19], [20]. The midpoints of edges M =
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Fig. 2: Different narrow passages are identified by EDBB. The blue region is current obstacle’s region and the grey region represents its previous position.
(a) Static narrow passage. (b) Disappearing narrow passage. (c) Moving narrow passage. (d) Forming narrow passage. (e) Disappearing narrow passage.
The figure is best viewed in color.

Fig. 3: Blue points are main points. Red points are midpoints. Green points
are incremental points.The figure is best viewed in color.

{m12, . . . ,mij , . . . } are the second-layer points. Here, mij

is the midpoint of edge pipj . Incremental points are third-
layer points, which are generated to increase density of
sampling points within narrow passages in updating phase.
Let Bij = {bij1, . . . , bijk} represents the set of incremental
points around mij . The predictive model is proposed to pre-
dict whether an incremental point is valid or not. Algorithm
1 shows HSS in details.

Algorithm 1 Hierarchy Sampling Strategy
Input: P = {p1, p2, ....., pn}
Output: W-C mapping files of P and M
1: for each point pi ∈ P do
2: Connect K-nearest neighbors of pi
3: Edge set E = all the edges around pi
4: for each edge ei ∈ E do
5: Pick another endpoint pj ∈ ei
6: Compute m = (pi + pj)/2
7: Set m.validity = true
8: end for
9: end for

10: M =all the middle points
11: Compute W − C Mapping for P and M

C. Expanded Dynamic Bridge Builder
The frequently-used notations are defined as follows: P+:

positive points are defined as points whose validity turns
from false to true. P−: negative points are defined as points
whose validity turns from true to false. Pu: points are
defined as invalid points whose validity are unchanged. The
Algorithm 2 shows how to identify narrow passages with
EDBB. The validity of some sampling points change when
obstacles moving. Under this situation, EDBB can effectively
re-identify narrow passages. For example, in Fig.2, obstacles’
regions move to new positions in updating phase. By using
W-C point mapping, validity and modification of P can be
obtained. For each p ∈ P , if p.validity turns from false to
true, add p to P+. Otherwise, if p.validity turns from true

to false, it will be put into P−. Other points are belong to
Pu.
Algorithm 2 Expanded Dynamic Bridge Builder
Input: W − C point mapping for P and M
Output: All the bridges EB = {pipj , . . . }
1: for each point pi ∈ P do
2: if pi.validity turns from false to true then
3: pi ∈ P+
4: else if pi.validity turns from true to false then
5: pi ∈ P−
6: else pi.validity = false and pi /∈ P−
7: pi ∈ Pu
8: end if
9: end for

10: for pi ∈ P+ or pi ∈ P− or pi ∈ Pu do
11: Pick each edge pipj connected with pi
12: Get middle point mij ∈M
13: if mij .validity is true then
14: Get the other endpoint pj
15: if pj ∈ P+ or pj ∈ P− or pi ∈ Pu then
16: Mark edge pipj as a bridge
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for

EDBB considers more types of bridges to identify more
narrow passages. Assume that pi, pj ∈ P are endpoints of
an edge respectively and mij is midpoint of pipj . Only mij

is validity which can build a bridge. As shown in Fig.3(a),
if pi, pj ∈ Pu, the edge pipj is a normal bridge which
can identify static narrow passages. As shown in Fig.3(b),
if pi, pj ∈ P+, one obstacles’ region is moving far away
from another and the narrow passage is disappearing. As
shown in Fig.3(c), if pi ∈ P+, pj ∈ P−, obstacles’ regions
are moving roughly towards one direction and the moving
narrow passage could be identified more rapidly than DBB.
As shown in Fig.3(d), if pi, pj ∈ P−, two obstacles’ regions
are more and more close and the narrow passage is gradually
forming. With the similar situation, if pi ∈ P−, pj ∈ Pu, the
forming narrow passages can also be identified. As shown
in Fig.3(e), if pi ∈ P+, pj ∈ Pu, the edge can identify
disappearing narrow passage as well. EDBB builds more
kinds of bridges in order to locate narrow passages more
completely.
D. Offline SVM Training Model

In C-space, invalid point is labeled with −1 and 1 if the
point is valid. Predictive model traditionally concerns itself
with the approximation of a function f(x) → y. Here x is
the input feature vector and y is prediction result. The output
y is a continuous value in the range [−1, 1]. Feature for
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classification is comprised by the distance matrix of points
{n1, n2, . . . , nk}. The distance matrix D of these points are
given by:  d11 d12 . . . d1k

d21 d22 . . . d2k
. . . . . . . . . . . .
dk1 dk2 . . . dkk

 (4)

where dij is distance between ni and nj . Because dij = dji
and dii = 0, matrix D is a diagonal matrix. Assume that
vi = 1 if ni is valid, and vi = −1 if ni is invalid. The k2−k

2
dimension feature vector x is presented as follow:

x =
(
d12v2, . . . , dijvj , . . . , d(k−1)kvk

)
(5)

The set d12, . . . , d1k can be seen as weight of estimation
and the set v2, . . . , vk are validity information of these
points. In addition, the feature represents a directed graph
of n1, . . . , nk. Hence, vector x is an available feature to
represent structure of local narrow passage.

How to obtain training samples is described in detail in
this paragraph. In preprocessing phase, W-C mappings of
the main points and the midpoints are calculated after the
roadmap has been constructed. When obstacles are moving,
EDBB is used to identify narrow passages. If pipj is a bridge
and mij is the midpoint of pipj , algorithm randomly obtains
point n1 ∈ P ∪M in a SampleArea around mij . Radius of
SampleArea is 3

4 |pipj |. Here, |pipj | is the length of edge
pipj . Then, (K-1)-nearest points {n2, . . . , nk} ⊂ P ∪ M
around n1 are obtained. Validity of all above points can be
acquired with W-C mapping. The output of training sample is
the validity of n1. The input is feature x which is computed
by these points. New training sample can be gained by repeat
above steps, which has different n1 with all the previous
samples.

As shown in Fig.4, points {n1, n2, . . . , nk} are obtained
to compute a training sample. If point n1 is valid, output y
is set as 1 and sample (x, y) is called positive sample, which
is shown in Fig.4(a). On the contrary, output y is set as −1
and sample (x, y) is called negative sample, which is shown
in Fig.4(b).

Fig. 4: The red points are midpoints, the black points are main points and
the blue point is center point n1. (a)positive sample. (b) negative sample.
The figure is best viewed in color.

After training samples are obtained, the SVM is required
to learn the predictive model. The SVM classifier is presented
by:

f(x) =

n∑
i=1

αiyix
T
i x+ b, (6)

where xi and yi are the input and the output of training
sample respectively, and xTi is transposition of vector xi.
The inputx is feature vector. Parameters αi is computed by

follow equation:

max
α

L = max
α

(

n∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

n∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjx
T
i xj),

s.t. αi ≥ 0, i = 1 . . . , n and
n∑
i=1

αiyi = 0,

(7)

where {α1, . . . , αn} is computed to make L gains maximum.
Then, parameter b is computed by equation:

b = −
1

2
( max
j,yj=−1

n∑
i=1

αiyixi
T xj + min

l,yl=1

n∑
i=1

αiyixi
T xl), (8)

In this process, the robot do not begin to plan until
sufficient amount of training samples are acquired and the
predictive model is learned. Then, how to predict validity of
new sampling points in updating phase will be discussed in
next section.

E. Online Prediction
The similarity of local narrow passages could be learned

by SVM through training a large amount of samples. Then,
in updating phase, the predictive model predicts the validity
of incremental point online. The precess that the predictive
model predicts validity of incremental points is shown in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Online Narrow Passages Predictive
Input: All the bridges EB = {pipj , . . . }
Output: New roadmap
1: for Each midpoint mij of bridge pipj do
2: while l < n do
3: Generate bl in SampleArea around mij , rSampleArea =

3
4
|pipj |

4: Get k − 1 neighbor points n2, . . . , nk around bl
5: Compute feature x
6: Compute f(x)
7: if f(x) > 0 then
8: Add bl to the roadmap G
9: end if

10: end while
11: end for

The input of algorithm 3 is the set of all the bridges
that are built by EDBB. For each bridge pipj , we suppose
that mij is the midpoint of it and |pipj | is the length of
it. Then, the algorithm generates incremental points Bij =
{b1, b2, ......, bn} around mij in SampleArea. The radius of
SampleArea is 3

4 |pipj |. Then, the k − 1 neighbor points
of bl whose validity are known when the W-C mapping
are obtained. Then, feature x is computed as the input of
predictive model. The predictive model computes prediction
f(x). If f(x) > 0, the new sampling point is viewed as
valid and is added into the roadmap through connecting bl
with n2, . . . , nk. Otherwise, this point is discarded. Finally,
the output of algorithm is a new roadmap. In query phase,
the A* algorithm searches a path, which may be free with
high probability. Then, validity of the incremental points on
the path are checked with collision detection. If there is an
invalid point on the path, planner will replan a new path.
The predictive model could be fast enough to capture the
approximate structure of local narrow passages and to predict
validity of incremental points.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate performance of NPP, various ex-

periments are implemented with two manipulators modeled
by parameters of practical 6-DOFs Kawasaki manipulators
(FS03N) in 3D W-space. The two manipulators are mounted
on two fixed bases, whose corresponding configuration space
12-DOFs. Mutual collision avoidance and coordination be-
tween two manipulators are more important than planning
two manipulators respectively. Therefore, 12 dimensional C-
space is constructed, because two manipulators are consid-
ered simultaneously. The reachable W-space of two manip-
ulators is decomposed into 406134 cells, and each cell is a
cube with the size of 4 × 4 × 4. Collision detection in our
experiments is implemented by a free 3D Collision Detection
Library, ColDet 1.1. All the experiments are carried out on
an Intel Dual-core CPU of 3.00 GHz with 4GB memory.

Fig. 5: (a): scenario I. (b): scenarioII. (c): scenarioIII.

As shown in Fig.5, three different kinds of scenarios are
used for experiments. In scenario I, the two small boards
inside two rectangular big holes in a static board are moving
up and down randomly. Therefore, there are four rectangular
small holes whose shapes and sizes are changing. In scenario
II, there is a broad with a small round hole between the
two manipulators, which moves up and down. The hole
is small enough to construct narrow passages in C-space.
In scenario III, there are six bars to construct a more
complex environment. The two horizontal bars move up and
down randomly. The four vertical bars move right and left
randomly. In all scenarios, each board or bar moves at a
speed of 4cm/s and each of them has a move range: when it
reaches the maximum distance, its direction will be reversed.
Since the bars and the boards move randomly, difficult areas
are expected to appear in the C-space [21].

Fig. 6: Four goal configurations in Scenario I.

Fig. 7: Two of goal configurations in Scenario II.

As shown in Fig.6, four goal configurations are the two
manipulators grasping each other in four holes respectively

Fig. 8: Two of goal configurations in Scenario III.

in scenario I. As shown in Fig.7, it intends to find a collision-
free path to complete a grasper docking motion through the
hole from a random start configuration. As shown in Fig.8,
two kinds of goal configurations are set. One is random goal
configuration. The other is that left manipulator traverse two
left bars and the right manipulator traverse two right bars.

TABLE I: Sampling Amount of Different Methods

Method NP NM NM′ NB NS Tc(s)
NPP 500 2244 984 – 2744 2.53
CBB 500 2244 312 – 2744 2.59
DBB 500 2244 476 7720 10464 9.18
DRM 2744 – – – 2744 4.57

TABLE I shows the number of sampling points in different
methods. The number of main points NP is crucial in
realization. If it is too large, computation of points will cost
too much time and updating phase will be time consuming.
If it is too small, the resolution of final roadmap may
be not large enough for successful planning. Column NM

represents the number of midpoints in roadmap. Column
NM ′ represents the number of bridges in the whole planning
phase. Compared with CBB and DBB, NM ′ in NPP increases
by 64.71% and 46.15% respectively, because more kinds of
bridges are built with EDBB. Column NB is the number of
incremental points which are used to boost narrow passages.
There are no incremental points for NPP and CBB in
preprocessing phase. The incremental points in CBB are also
generated in updating phase and the validity of these points
are predicted by using Parzen Window. NS represents the
amount of sampling points. Column Tc presents the time
of constructing roadmap. Tc of NPP is less than DBB’s,
because incremental sampling points are not generated in
preprocessing phase.

The predictive model is the most important part in this
paper. Different predictive models are learned in different
scenarios in preprocessing phase. In each scenario, 100
positive samples and 100 negative samples are acquired. For
every training sample, k is assigned as 7. In other words,
center point n1 has 6 neighbors. Therefore, feature vector
is 21 dimension vector. Only 90% samples are required for
training and the other 10% samples are required for testing.

The results of different methods are presented in TABLE
II. Column SR represents the success rate of planning. Col-
umn Navg and column Nl represent the number of average
re-searching times and the number of largest re-searching
times, respectively. Column Tp is the total preprocessing
time. Column Tavg represents the average planning time.
Twelve groups of experiments are carried out with 500
different planning for each group. Each 500 planning are
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carried out with the same output files of the preprocessing
phase respectively.

TABLE II: Results of Different Methods

Scenario Method SR Navg Nl Tp(min) Tavg(s)

I

NPP 94.73% 21.81 43 14.57 0.287
CBB 87.14% 35.19 62 14.14 0.248
DBB 87.96% 44.32 79 25.72 0.516
DRM 70.65% 53.65 92 14.02 0.382

II

NPP 95.27% 19.69 36 14.39 0.264
CBB 91.48% 32.27 57 14.14 0.241
DBB 91.11% 44.63 71 25.72 0.518
DRM 72.29% 50.32 87 14.02 0.385

III

NPP 93.85% 23.74 49 15.43 0.253
CBB 86.32% 38.37 65 14.14 0.257
DBB 86.98% 45.71 68 25.72 0.621
DRM 71.47% 60.65 93 14.02 0.397

As shown in TABLE II, the SR of NPP, CBB and DBB
improve much than DRM’s with the same number of main
points in all scenarios. Compared with CBB and DBB,
the SR of NPP also improves in all scenarios, because
EDBB builds more bridges to identify more narrow passages
effectively. The NPP’s Navg and Nl decrease tremendously
than CBB’s. It is due to that not only EDBB identifies narrow
passages more completely but also the validity of incremental
points are estimated more accurately than CBB. The Tavg of
NPP is not the best result as well, because many calculations
with NPP lead to much longer time to predict a sampling
point. However, there is not a very large growth of the Tp and
the Tavg in NPP compared with other methods. Therefore,
NPP is a better choice that considers both SR and planning
time.

TABLE III: Results of Different Predictive Model

Scenario Model SR Navg Nl Tp(min) Tavg(s)

I NPP 94.73% 21.81 43 14.57 0.287
PW 94.13% 33.59 62 14.08 0.284

II NPP 95.27% 19.69 36 14.39 0.264
PW 94.90% 30.27 55 14.08 0.296

III NPP 93.85% 23.74 49 15.43 0.253
PW 93.54% 38.15 67 14.08 0.217

Moreover, another six groups of experiments are carried
out with 500 different planning to verify the predictive
performance of NPP. Parzen Window (PW) is taken as the
comparison task. In these groups of experiments, EDBB is
used to identify narrow passages, then PW and NPP are used
to predict the validity of incremental points respectively. As
shown in TABLE III, under a similar SR, the Navg and the
Nl of NPP is much lower than PW’s, because the incremental
points are estimated more accurately than PW. Moreover, the
Navg of NPP decreases 14.41 compared with PW in scenario
III, while it only decreases 10.58 in scenario II. Therefore,
NPP has high universality, because it captures more accurate
structure of local narrow passages. Compared with row CBB
in TABLE II, the SR of PW with EDBB is higher than
CBB’s. It is because EDBB identifies more bridges than
CBB usefully. The experiments show that NPP gains high
SR without unacceptable cost of time. In conclusion, the SR
and the Navg of NPP outperform the other related methods.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In changing environments, the problem of narrow pas-

sages is much difficult for path planning. In this paper,
the Narrow Passage Predictive model (NPP) is proposed
to capture approximate structure of local narrow passages,
which includes following two parts. One is that EDBB,
which builds bridges with both validity-unchanged sampling
points and validity-toggle sampling points. EDBB can build
more bridges than other related methods, because both time
information and space information are taken into account.
The other is the predictive model trained by SVM, which
predicts validity of every generated incremental point instead
of invoking collision checker online. It can decrease the
average re-searching times and the largest re-searching times
efficiently. Compared with other related methods applied in
changing environments, experimental results of NPP show
an outstanding performance in both success rate of planning
and re-searching times.
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